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Planetary life would not be possible if priestly life did not exist.

Priestly life is the only bridge that allows communication with sublime worlds. Without true priests,
this communication would not exist, for it would be empty, hollow and have no solidity.

The planet must not be without real and honest priests; for the perversion of priests over the course
of time has been great.

Thus, their is an importance and a duty for all the faithful to pray for them, so that the priests may
have the momentum of determination and will to keep building the bridges of contact between
Heaven and Earth.

If there are no priests, there is no Mercy nor Grace; there is no true sacramental life in Christ.

Their hands must be clean to keep elevating the Body and Blood of Christ.

Their mouths must be protected and abstain from very low words.

Their eyes must be in Heaven so as to be able to see and find God.

So that all this may be a reality and not a fantasy, you must pray for the priests, for they, before
time, surrendered their infrahuman condition so as to be able to transform themselves into Christ
upon the surface of the Earth.

Thus, I ask you from My heart to pray for the priests, so that their hearts and souls may remain
immune to the attacks of these times, and so that the Holy Spirit may work through them with a
renewing strength that may bring and grant forgiveness and reconciliation to all those who are fallen
and have lost their faith.

Pray for My priests, because only through them, being worthy in Christ, will I be able to expand the
Work and power of My Mercy.

Support them, just as My Mother supported the apostles until the end.

I thank you for keeping My supplications in your hearts!

Who blesses you,

Your Master and Lord, Christ Jesus


